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We have developed an approach to continuously load ultracold 85Rb2 vibrational ground-state molecules
into a crossed optical dipole trap from a magneto-optical trap. The technique relies on a single high-power
light beam with a broad spectrum superimposed onto a narrow peak at an energy of about 9400 cm−1. This
single laser source performs all the required steps: the short-range photoassociation creating ground-state
molecules after radiative emission, the cooling of the molecular vibrational population down to the lowest
vibrational level vX ¼ 0, and the optical trapping of these molecules. Furthermore, we probe by depletion
spectroscopy and determine that 75% of the vX ¼ 0 ground-state molecules are in the three lowest
rotational levels JX ¼ 0, 1, 2. The lifetime of the ultracold molecules in the optical dipole trap is limited to
about 70 ms by off-resonant light scattering. The proposed technique opens perspectives for the formation
of new molecular species in the ultracold domain, which are not yet accessible by well-established
approaches.
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The development of cooling and trapping techniques for
diatomic polar molecules is motivated by their wide range
of potential applications, which are associated with their
long-range dipole-dipole interaction and complex internal
structure. Spectroscopy in cold trapped molecules has the
potential to improve fundamental physics tests, such as
parity violation [1,2], searches of fundamental constant
variation [3,4], and measurement of the electron electric
dipole moment [5–8]. A novel chemistry controlled at the
single quantum-state level is also expected to play an
important role in such cold samples [9,10]. Cold trapped
polar molecules have also been proposed for quantum
computation [11,12] as well as a simulator of strongly
interacting quantum systems [11,13].
While such applications are all very exciting, the

production of a cold and dense molecular sample is still
very challenging. So, two classes of approaches have been
developed over the last two decades. On one hand, various
techniques employing cold buffer gas [14], electric
[15–17], magnetic [18–20], and optical [21] external fields
are directly applied to preformed molecules. Note that, until
recently [22,23], laser cooling could not be applied directly
to molecules because they generally do not possess suitable
closed optical transitions, like in atomic systems. Only in
the last few years have direct laser cooling and magneto-
optical trapping of SrF [22] and CaF [23] been demon-
strated. This technique remains limited to a small class of
molecules that presents an almost closed transition, still
necessitating, however, the generation of numerous laser

frequencies. On the other hand, a pair of ultracold atoms
can be bonded either by photoassociation (PA) followed by
radiative emission (RE) [24–26] or by magnetoassociation
(MA) via a magnetic Feshbach resonance [27–31]. Both
techniques face important limitations. The ground-state
molecules created by PA and RE are spread over many
vibrational levels with weak or moderate binding energies.
Only a few PA schemes were able to produce vX ¼ 0
molecules [32–38]. Those created by MA necessitate
quantum degenerated ultracold atomic gases to adequately
match the mediating Feshbach resonance and are formed in
weakly bound levels that are collisionally unstable. An
additional step of population transfer by optical means
toward more stable levels is required. Therefore, the
development of techniques that can be applied to any
molecule is still an ongoing motivation.
In this Letter, we have developed a technique to con-

tinuously load 85Rb2 ground-state molecules into a crossed
optical dipole trap from a standard magneto-optical trap
(MOT) using a single light beam. The light beam is
composed of a single-frequency coherent light source,
which is responsible for short-range PA of cold rubidium
atoms [39,40], and an incoherent broadband light source,
which pumps the molecules created in various vibrational
levels (vX) of the X1Σþ

g ground state, toward vX ¼ 0. This
optical-pumping technique was first demonstrated in [41],
but was never used to produce a sample of trapped
molecules. We show that about 20 cycles of absorption
and emission are necessary to optically pump 99% of the
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molecular vibrational population into the vX ¼ 0 level. We
have also performed depletion spectroscopy of such mol-
ecules, revealing that about 75% of the vX ¼ 0 molecules
are in J ¼ 0, 1, 2 rotational states. Because of its high
power, the same light beam is employed for trapping the
molecules in a crossed optical dipole trap (ODT). Its
lifetime is limited by off-resonant photon scattering.
The experiment setup and procedure have been described

elsewhere [40]. The generation of a single light beam, for the
ODT, is the key factor in our experiment. The high-power
light beam is generated by a 50 W single-frequency fiber
amplifier (IPG, model YAR-50K-1064-SF), which can
operate in the 1060–1070 nm range [40]. Such an amplifier
is seeded by a combination of a single-frequency grating-
stabilized diode laser and a broadband superluminescent
diode (SLD). The diode laser line width is below 1 MHz in
the 1062–1070 nm range, and its frequency is locked to a
commercial wave meter (HighFinesse, model WS-7). The
broadband light is obtained using a SLD (QPhotonics,model
QSDMI-1060-300), whose central wave number is around
9430 cm−1 and spectral bandwidth is about 180 cm−1.
The processes induced by such a source are illustrated in

Fig. 1. Two cold 85Rb atoms colliding in the X1Σþ
g

electronic ground-state potential are photoassociated by
the high-power light beam at 9379.5 cm−1 or 1066.1 nm
(arrow 1), to the deeply bound rovibrational level v0 ¼ 138,
J0 ¼ 1 (bound by 3374.7 cm−1 with respect to the 5Sþ
5P1=2 dissociation limit) of the spin-orbit (SO)-coupled
0þu ðA1Σþ

u ; b3ΠuÞ excited electronic states [42]. Because of
selection rules for dipole-allowed transitions in homonu-
clear dimers, the PA molecules decay by spontaneous
emission (arrow 2) into a broad range of vibrational levels
vX of X1Σþ

g [39]. Note that this is in contrast to hetero-
nuclear bialkali molecules for which the decay can also
occur down to the a3Σþ state. According to our modeling
[39], the population of these molecules is distributed over
levels 10 < vX < 120 (purple vertical bar in Fig. 1), but
mostly over ten vibrational levels (79 < vX < 89) bound by
about 500 cm−1.
The broadband spectrum of the source couples a wide set

of transitions between vX levels and 0þu v0 levels (thick
arrow 3 in Fig. 1). We shape its profile in order to exclude
wave numbers larger than 9539.4 cm−1 corresponding to
the ðvX ¼ 1 → v0 ¼ 0Þ transition [42]. Thus the population
of the vX ¼ 0 is never repumped and it increases with time,
while this level is not populated at all during a single PA-
RE step via v0 ¼ 138. Figure 2 shows the resulting light
spectrum before and after amplification, recorded using an
optical spectrum analyzer (Anritsu, model MS9710C).
Clearly, the amplifier gain curve plays a role in the final
amplified spectrum: (i) the center of the broadband spec-
trum is shifted towards smaller energies, (ii) the output
spectrum presents modulations that are associated with the
amplifier itself [44], and (iii) the high-frequency cutoff has
decreased.

The ground-state molecules are detected by a resonantly
enhanced 2-photon ionization (RE2PI) via the ð2Þ1Σþ

u
excited state (arrows 4 and 5 in Fig. 1). The ionization
step is achieved by a pulsed dye laser (Jaguar, Continuum,
1 mJ per pulse, 5 ns duration, and 20 Hz repetition rate)
pumped by the third harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser,
operating at wave numbers ranging between 20 855 and
20 985 cm−1. The pulsed dye laser is focused to a width of
250� 50 μm at the position of the crossed ODT. The Rbþ2
ions are detected by an ion counter [40].
Figure 3(a) shows the experimental Rbþ2 spectrum in the

absence of the broadband light source; i.e., only the PA
diode laser beam is injected into the fiber amplifier. The
ions are counted for 200 dye laser pulses and each spectrum
is an average of ten measurements. Starting from our
previous work [40], we have modeled the transitions [with
Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) larger than 10−3] that can be
accessed by the pulsed dye laser from the vX levels
populated after a single PA-RE cycle through the v0 ¼
138; J0 ¼ 1 level to the ð2Þ1Σþ

u levels. The experimental
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FIG. 1. Computed Rb2 Hund’s case of potential energy curves
[43] relevant for the present Letter. Processes induced by the light
source are represented by arrows. (1) Short-range PA from the
continuum of the X1Σþ

g ground state toward the rovibrational
level v0 ¼ 138, J ¼ 1 of the 0þu ðA1Σþ

u ; b3ΠuÞ-coupled states,
achieved by the peak part of the laser spectrum at 9379.5 cm−1.
(2) Spontaneous emission back to X1Σþ

g levels, thus creating
ultracold molecules in a distribution of levels represented by the
purple vertical bar. (3) Optical pumping of the vibrational
distribution of the ultracold molecules induced by the broadband
part of the light source. (4), (5) RE2PI detection of Rbþ2 ions.
(6) Rotational-state depletion spectroscopy of vX ¼ 0; JX mol-
ecules.
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spectrum exhibits more peaks than the simulated one,
complicating the assignment of the peaks. Several reasons
for this discrepancy are possible: (i) the inaccuracy of the
energy position of the ð2Þ1Σþ

u vibrational levels (also

quoted in Ref. [45]), based on our computed ð2Þ1Σþ
u

potential curve; (ii) the SO coupling between the ð2Þ1Σþ
u

and the ð2Þ3Πu excited states, arbitrarily fixed in our model
by the (small) Rbð4dÞ SO splitting ð0.46 cm−1Þ, in the
absence of any other data; it is most probably under-
estimated in the molecular region, thus reducing the
number of accessible levels. But more importantly, we
show in the Supplemental Material that the high-power PA
laser (∼4 MWcm−2) [46], which operates continuously,
can also perform vibrational cooling even when the broad-
band component is absent, strongly modifying the vX
population compared to a single PA-RE step. In particular,
the model reveals that the vX ¼ 0 can be populated after 17
PA-RE cycles (see Fig. S5 of the Supplemental Material).
When the broadband spectrum is seeded into the fiber

amplifier [Fig. 3(b)], the number of peaks is drastically
reduced to 12 well-resolved peaks in the displayed range
(20 853–20 985 cm−1), half of themwith an amplitude larger
than in Fig. 3(a). The positions of these peaks are reported in
the Supplemental Material [46]. Following Fig. 2, we expect
that most of these peaks should be associated with the
ionization of vX ¼ 0molecules.We note that several of these
peakswere already present in Fig. 3(a), whichwould support
the model for the vibrational pumping induced by the PA
laser alone. It is striking that a pattern in energy and intensity
seems to be replicated among the triplets of lines (2–4),
(5–7), and (8–10). We are currently working at assigning
these peaks, relying in particular on the data of Ref. [45], and
this will be the purpose of another study.
In addition, we have performed the depletion spectros-

copy [49] of these lines to probe that the formed molecules
are in the vX ¼ 0 level. We have used a diode laser at
682 nm (with an intensity of ∼200 mWcm−2) to drive
transitions from vX ¼ 0; JX to vB ¼ 0; JB of the B1Πu
potential (arrow 6 in Fig. 1). Figure 4 shows a depletion
spectrum performed on peak 10 and similar ones recorded
for the most intense peaks 9, 7, 6, 4, 3, 1. The remaining
peaks are too weak for this spectroscopy. The depletion is
indeed efficient, probing that these series of peaks origi-
nates from vX ¼ 0. As expected, the rotational structure of
the lines is resolved, and their intensities allow us to
determine that 75% of the vX ¼ 0 molecules lie in
JX ¼ 0, 1, 2 rotational levels, which implies that the
remaining ones should be in higher rotational levels. The
present experiment is similar to the Cs2 experiment [41];
therefore it is not surprising that the rotational population
distribution in Rb2 is similar to the Cs2 results [50]. Our
simulations show (see the Supplemental Material [46]) that,
after the PA molecules have gone through their first
spontaneous decay, they require about 20 cycles of
absorption and emission with the amplified broadband
source to be pumped into vX ¼ 0 with an efficiency of
99%, while only 1% of the initial distribution remains
in vX > 0, which we estimate [according to spectra in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] to be about 5%.
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Such ultracold ground-state molecules are trapped by the
same light beam responsible for their formation. To
demonstrate this, we first switched on the MOT and
ODT lasers, recalling that the molecules are loaded from
a standard MOT. We measured the molecular population as
a function of time during 1 s. After 1 s, we turned off the
MOT and observed the molecular population decay time.
The PA diode laser frequency was tuned to 9379.5 cm−1

and the RE2PI laser to 20 966.9 cm−1. This ionization
energy corresponds to peak 10 in Fig. 3(b), to ensure the
best signal-to-noise ion ratio. Figure 5 shows the time
evolution of the molecule population. Each experimental
point results from an average over 500 RE2PI laser pulses.
By fitting the experimental curve, we can obtain a char-
acteristic loading time of 66� 3 ms (data below 1 s) and a
decay time of 80� 2 ms in the ODT (data above 1 s),
which are mainly due to off-resonant transitions between
vx ¼ 0 and the 0þu v0 ¼ 0 level (see Supplemental Material
[46]). The molecular ODT holds about 104 molecules in
vX ¼ 0, at an estimated density of 1010 cm−3 [52].
In this Letter, we have developed a novel approach to

continuously produce and trap ultracold 85Rb2 ground-state
molecules in the lowest vibrational level vX ¼ 0 starting
from a standard magneto-optical trap. In contrast to
previous works reported in the literature, this technique
relies on the use of a single high-power light beam that
performs all the required functions: photoassociation,
internal vibrational cooling, and optical trapping of the
molecules. We have demonstrated that ∼104 molecules can

be trapped in an optical dipole trap at a density of about
1010 cm−3. The ODT lifetime is limited due to off-resonant
photon scattering, but this system could be used to
investigate interactions between a ground-state molecule
and a Rydberg atom [53]. This problem is mitigated by
turning off the 1064 nm ODT and turning on an ODT at
1550 nm, which would result in a lifetime as long as 40 s
according to our scattering model. The proposed technique
could be applied to a variety of molecules that are not as
convenient as alkali-metal dimers for ultracold molecule
formation using magnetoassociation and adiabatic popula-
tion transfer. One example is the quest for the formation of
RbSr open-shell species [54,55], which possess both a
magnetic moment and an intrinsic permanent electric
dipole moment in its X2Σþ electronic ground state. If
one uses an amplified light beam in the 1050–1080 nm
range, which is commercially available, it would be
possible to photoassociate RbSr molecules through the
excited ð2Þ2Σþ excited electronic state and pump them
optically down to the vX ¼ 0. The FCFs for the optical
pumping are favorable since both potentials have their
minima around 8.7 bohr radii.
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